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Executive summary
‘Carbonpricing’ refers to a set ofmeasuresbywhichgovernments attempt to raise the cost to
consumers of fossil fuel products and services. The aim is to encourage reduced emissions of
carbon dioxide and equivalent greenhouse gases. The use of such measures is based upon
both economic theory and endorsement of the concept by international institutions. Ac-
cording to the theory, a pricing approach, using taxes or permit prices in an emissions trad-
ing system, allows the ‘social costs’ of environmental damage to be reflected in consumer
prices, and thus encourages consumers and businesses to seek out the lowest-cost ways
to reduce emissions. This is contrasted with regulations and other ‘direct action’ measures
by which governments make the decisions as to how energy supply and demand should
change to meet environmental objectives.

The government of Canada’s national pricing framework allows each provincial and ter-
ritorial jurisdiction to decide how it will implement carbon pricing, while at the same time
setting certain minimum conditions that must be met. Jurisdictions may use either carbon
taxes or emissions trading (‘cap and trade’) systems. For larger industrial emitters, they may
also employ output-based pricing systems (OBPSs). An OBPS imposes fees on firms that do
not meet prescribed levels of emissions intensity in their production processes.

The framework requires steadily rising prices for the effective tax, levy or emissions trad-
ing. Starting price at $10 per tonne of CO2 equivalent in 2018, it must increase by $10 per
tonne per year until it reaches $50 per tonne in 2022. (Except where indicated, prices and
costs in this report are presented in Canadian dollar terms.) The systems must include ‘rev-
enue recycling’, returning a portion of the revenues received from carbon pricing directly to
the public. If, in the judgment of the federal government, a province or territory’s regime
does not meet these conditions, the federal government will impose a ‘backstop’ system.
The backstop systemhas two components: a carbon levy applied to fossil fuels and anOBPS.

The provincial regimes differ in terms of price levels, coverage, exemptions, use of car-
bon taxes or emissions trading (Quebec alone has chosen emissions trading), OBPSs, and
approaches to revenue recycling. The federal government backstop will apply in Ontario,
New Brunswick, Manitoba and Saskatchewan. It will not apply in Alberta, at least until 2021.

Generally, there has been too little experience with Canadian carbon pricing regimes to
assess empirically whether they have been successful in meeting their objectives.

While feweconomistswould object in principle to the view that higher prices are likely to
reduce thequantity demandedof agood, it is difficult to distinguish the effects of changes in
relative prices causedby carbon taxes from the effects of themanyother emission-reduction
policies andprograms inplace. Theproblemof attribution is especially complexwith respect
to the transportation sector.

The federally-determined schedule of tax increases to 2022 provides certainty, as does
the use of fuel conversion factors as set by the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change. It seems highly likely that, if present policies continue, the carbon tax rates
will rise significantly in future. A respected private sector-sponsored think tank, the Ecofiscal
Commission, foresees taxes reaching $130 per tonne by 2030 and potentially rising much
higher after that.

Canada’s primary energy consumption in 2017 was 349 million tonnes of oil equivalent
(Mtoe). Of this total, fossil fuels accounted for 227Mtoe, or 65%. The effects of carbonpricing
on end-use costs will be felt both directly, as a result of increased fuel prices, and indirectly,
as a result of the effects of higher prices on the transportation of goods and services and the
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passthrough of higher general business costs in product prices.
The British Columbia carbon tax was introduced in 2008 and for the first four years it was

acclaimed for its success in reducing gasoline consumption and related emissions. In fact,
according to Statistics Canada, gasoline consumption in British Columbia only declined from
4,530 cubic meters in 2008 to 4,504 cubic meters in 2012, a reduction of just 0.6% over four
years. In the first four years after Quebec began participating in an emissions trading system
in 2012, it reduced emissions by 5.2MtCO2e. That is a 6% reduction from 1990 emission
levels, only part of which was due to carbon pricing.

Environment andClimateChangeCanada (ECCC)projects that carbonpricingwill reduce
Canada’s GHG emissions in 2022 by 80 to 90 Mt from the levels that would otherwise occur.
That exceeds the emissions now attributed to all light-duty vehicles in Canada. The $50 per
tonne carbon tax increase to 2022 is equivalent to 11 cents per litre of gasoline, or about 8%
of the pre-existing pump price. It stretches belief to claim that what amounts to about an
8% increase in prices would have an effect equal to eliminating all light-duty vehicles from
the roads.

By 2030, ECCC projects that the combined effects of carbon pricing and ‘complementary
measures’ will be to reduce emissions from 704Mt in 2016 to 583Mt in 2030; carbon pricing
alone would reduce them by about 160Mt from the previously projected levels. That would
entail an annual average reduction of 8.6 Mt, almost double the previous fastest rate. Yet
this would still leave Canada’s emissions 70 Mt above the national target.

The carbon pricing system being implemented in Canada departs from the model sug-
gestedbyeconomic theory in importantways. The ratesofCanadian levies andpermitprices
bear no relationship to the ‘social cost of carbon’, a concept that itself is extremely difficult
to define in practice. Further, with well over 600 ‘complementary measures’, it is clear that
carbon pricing is being used to supplement, not replace, the many other regulatory and
administrative interventions of governments.

Carbonprices in Canadawill far exceed those that apply among its principal tradingpart-
ners, thusplacingCanadianfirms at a competitive disadvantage and likely leading to the loss
of economic activity (and emissions generation) to other jurisdictions.

Economic theory would call for the revenues from carbon taxes to be returned to the
general economy in the least economically disruptive ways, ideally through reductions in
the rates of other generally-applied taxes such as corporate income taxes. In fact, the rev-
enue recycling approach used invites a question. If rebates are such a good idea, and if
partial refunds could more than compensate taxpayers yet leave a surplus in the Treasury,
why hasn’t the government used the same approach with other taxes? The obvious answer
is that, despite government claims, the rebates will not compensate households for the full
economic cost of paying the tax.

Three provinces – Saskatchewan, Ontario and New Brunswick – have filed appeals to the
courts, seeking judgments that the federal legislation authorising the implementationof the
carbon pricing regime is unconstitutional and has no force and effect. As a result of the April
2019 election in that province, Alberta may file a similar appeal.

In summary, carbon pricing is promoted as an economically efficient, low-cost, socially
benign and administratively simpleway to achieve large reductions in greenhousegas emis-
sions. In Canada, it has been none of those things.

For these and other reasons, carbon pricing faces an uncertain future. While there is gen-
eral support among the Canadian population to ‘contribute’ to reduced global greenhouse
gas emissions, there is widespread skepticism that carbon taxes will achieve this goal. Three
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provinces have challenged the constitutionality of the federal legislation, and twomoremay
do so soon. If that occurs, provincial governments representing almost 60% of the Canadian
population will stand in opposition to the current federal regime.
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1 Overview
The Canadian setting

Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions are the results of its unique geographic, demographic,
climatic and economic circumstances. It has one of the largest landmasses in the world;
at 10 million square kilometres, it is second only to the Russian Federation. The distance
from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast is over 5,400 km, stretching through six time zones. The
population of over 37 million is mostly located in cities in the southern regions, but much
of the rural population is located in remote areas, and the distances between major urban
centres is so great that most travel between them takes place by aircraft. Canada is also the
fourth coldest country in theworld, after Kazakhstan, Greenland and the Russian Federation;
the winters are long and the mid-winter temperatures often drop to 30 or 40◦C below zero.

However, Canada is also one of the wealthiest countries in the world, with an average
per-capita annual income in 2018 of $55,800. The economy is diverse, led by a large service
sector. Unique among industrialised countries, however, the manufacturing, construction,
mining, oil and gas, and forestry sectors still represent about 30% of the economy. The pop-
ulation is also growing rapidly, driven by immigration levels of over 300,000 per year.

Canadians are used to having conditions of plenty, whether that applies to land, re-
sources, or income. For years, public policies were specifically designed to keep the prices
of raw materials and energy as low as possible while maintaining security of supply. All of
these factors naturally lead to high per-capita energy consumption and related greenhouse
gas emissions.

Canada reports its greenhouse gas emissions in the National Inventory Reports (NIRs)
issued by Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC). The NIR is issued in the spring
of each year, with estimates of greenhouse gas emissions for two years earlier (that is, the
2017NIR includedemissions estimates for 2015). According to theNIR, Canada’s greenhouse
gas emissions rose from 603 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e) in 1990
to 732MtCO2e in 2005, before declining to 682MtCO2e in 2009. After that, emissions rose
gradually to 716MtCO2e in 2013 and 2014, before declining to 704MtCO2e in 2016. Figure 1,
reproduced from the NIR current to 2016, shows the breakdown of Canada’s emissions by
sector as defined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change for 2016.

Figure 2 shows changes in Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions by economic sector in se-
lected years. It illustrates the steady decline in emissions from electricity generation, which
is largely due to the phase out of coal-fired power plants in Ontario and Nova Scotia, as well
as the structural decline in heavy industry. The most significant growth has occurred in the
emissions fromoil andgasproductionand transportation. This datagives important insights
into the challenges involved in efforts to reduce emissions.

An equally important set of political challenges is revealed by a breakdown of emis-
sions by province, as shown in Table 1. The majority of the Canadian population lives in
the provinces of Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia, but the largest sources of emissions
are in the oil- and gas-producing areas of Alberta and Saskatchewan. In addition, many of
Newfoundland’s future economic opportunities lie in the exploitation of the offshore con-
ventional oil and gas fields there. Under Canada’s constitution, the ownership andmanage-
ment of subsoil resources rests with the provincial administrations, not the federal govern-
ment. Efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions therefore impinge on the ability of these
provinces to benefit from the development and use of these resources; there is a fundamen-
tal conflict of interests.
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Source: Environment and Climate Change Canada
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Table 1: Greenhouse gas emissions by province and territory.

Province/territory Emissions Change 2015–16
MtCO2e %

Newfoundland 10.8 +9
Prince Edward Island 1.8 −10
Nova Scotia 15.6 −33
New Brunswick 15.3 −24
Quebec 77.3 −11
Ontario 160.6 −22
Manitoba 20.9 +4
Saskatchewan 76.3 +11
Alberta 262.9 +14
British Columbia 60.1 −5
Yukon 0.4 −19
Northwest Territories 1.6 +3
Nunavut 0.7 +58

Source: Environment and Climate Change Canada.

In an April 2018 poll conducted by Abacus Data for the Ecofiscal Commission, a private
sector-sponsored think tank that advocates carbon pricing, Canadians expressed quite dif-
ferent views on climate change and the possible mitigation options, depending on which
questions they were asked. On the basic issue of whether they believed that human-caused
climate change is real, 28% said that the evidence is conclusive and another 33% described
the evidence as ‘solid’. Nearly a third said that they were not convinced. Thirty percent said
that if the earth is warming, it is due to natural patterns in the earth’s environment. Sixty
percent wanted government to focus more on policy to reduce emissions, a reduction from
69% in 2015. When asked what were their top public-policy priorities, however, Canadians
ranked improvinghealth services at the top and climate changenear thebottom. While 78%
said they had a positive view of carbon pricing, opposition to the policy has been a signifi-
cant factor in recent provincial elections in Ontario and Alberta; the party opposing federal
carbon taxes won in each case.

The Canadian climate-policy context

Canada has been an active participant in international discussions on climate change since
the issue first gained prominence in the late 1980s. In 1992, Canada joined with other OECD
countries in adopting the political goal of stabilising greenhouse gas emissions at 1990 lev-
els by the year 2000. In 1997, as part of the commitments under the Kyoto Accord, Canada
agreed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 6%below1990 levels by 2008–2010. Succes-
sive governments introduced a wide range of regulatory and funding measures to reduce
emissions, but neither the 2000 nor 2008–2010 targets were met. During the Conference
of the Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change in Copenhagen (COP15) in
2009, Canada agreed to an even more stringent target, requiring reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions by 17% below 2005 levels by 2020. Finally, pursuant to the discussions that
preceded COP21 in Paris in 2015, Canada committed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
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to 30% below 2005 levels by 2030.
The Liberal Party of Canadawas elected as the federal government inOctober 2015, with

a commitment to take more aggressive action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In De-
cember 2015, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau met with all provincial and territorial premiers
to adopt the Vancouver Declaration on Clean Growth and Climate Change. In that declara-
tion, the leaders agreed to work together to take ‘ambitious’ action to meet or exceed the
2030 target. The declaration was followed soon after by the adoption of the Pan-Canadian
Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change, an overarching policy framework to re-
duce emissions across all sectors of the economy. The framework stated that itwas ‘designed
to achieve the behavioral and structural changes needed to transition to a low-carbon econ-
omy’. It included over fifty measures, under four pillars:

• carbon-pollution pricing

• complementary actions to reduce emissions

• adaptation and climate resilience

• clean technology, innovation and jobs.
In subsequent reports on progress in implementing the framework, the Canadian gov-

ernment has emphasised that pricing carbon pollution is central to the plan.

The rationale for carbon pricing

The Canadian government’s move to institute carbon dioxide taxation and emissions trad-
ing systems is based upon both economic theory and the endorsement of the concept by
international institutions. ‘Carbon pricing’ is, of course, a misnomer, as it is not carbon that
is being priced but rather the carbon-dioxide-equivalent greenhouse gas emissions associ-
atedwith different sources of energy consumption. For the purposes of this paper, however,
the term ‘carbon pricing’ will be used.

The terminology used to describe carbon pricing can be confusing. The actual mecha-
nism used to put a price on emissions may be a tax or a ‘levy’ imposed on the fuel producer,
distributor or consumer. It may be a fee that is charged to a large industrial or utility plant
operator because the operator failed tomeet an efficiency standard imposed by regulation.
It may also be the price of a permit for the right to emit as determined under an emissions
trading system; an emissions trading system in turn is a regulatory system in which a cap, or
regulatory limit, is placed on the quantity of emissions that a covered facility may emit in a
certain time period (typically, one year). Those who cannot meet this limit by other means
must negotiate to buy sufficient allowances, or permits, to meet the limit.

The use of carbon pricing has been endorsed by many academic sources, such as the
Ecofiscal Commission. In a report published in 2018,1 the Commission set out the public
rationale for carbon pricing:

A central advantage of carbon pricing is that it works withmarket incentives by encour-
aging businesses and households to seek out the lowest-cost way to reduce emissions.
Emitters are not all the same, and carbon pricing takes advantage of these differences
to minimise the cost of reducing emissions. . .

Done right, carbon pricing changes household and business behavior, reduces green-
house gas emissions, and provides an incentive for the development and adoption of
the technologies that can play a key role in the low-carbon economy. In addition. . . car-
bon pricing will achieve these outcomes at a lower economic cost than other policies.
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Together, this means that carbon pricing can support both a clean economy and a pros-
perous economy. It achieves these goals by charging incentives and unleashingmarket
forces. It lets businesses and individuals identify the best ways to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and at the times and places that are right for them. And it doesn’t require
governments to identify and enforce specific ways to reduce emissions.’

In the same report, it noted long-term as well as short-term benefits.

Carbon pricing will have another lasting effect: it will create long-term incentives for
the innovation of low-emissions technologies. . . it creates expectations in the present
and drives emissions reductions today, it also creates expectations for higher carbon
prices in the future. In response, innovative engineers and entrepreneurs have strong
and rising incentives to develop technologies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions
even further.

Finally, the Commission contrasts the benefits of carbon pricing with other approaches to
emissions reduction:

Carbon pricing isn’t the only option available to policy makers committed to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. In particular, command-and-control regulations are an al-
ternative. This kind of policy requires businesses or individuals to adopt specific tech-
nologies or achieve certain levels of emissions performance. . .Command-and-control
regulations generally cost more than carbon pricing because they provide far less flexi-
bility to businesses and households, and they typically ignore the important differences
among them. Such regulations require specific actions or outcomes from specific firms
or groups, regardless of their different abilities to achieve these outcomes.

It is noteworthy that the praise for carbon pricing is based on the assumption that it is im-
plemented as an alternative to command-and-control regulations.

The Ecofiscal Commission’s conditional support for carbon pricing as an approach to
greenhouse gas emissions reduction is echoed by a range of international organisations,
including the World Bank, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
and the International Monetary Fund.

2 The performance of carbon pricing regimes in Canada
With the exception of the provincial carbon pricing regimes in British Columbia and Que-
bec, the federal and provincial regimes in Canada can fairly be described as being in their
infancy. There has been too little experience with them to assess empirically whether they
have been successful in meeting their stated objectives. This, however, has not prevented
their proponents from doing so.

The problem of assessing performance is complicated by the absence of clear short-
term objectives for the carbon pricing regimes and the difficulty in determining their con-
sequences given the large number of factors in play.

In a report prepared by the Auditors General of all Canadian jurisdictions inMarch 2018,2

it was concluded thatmore thanhalf the governments did not have overall targets for reduc-
ing greenhouse gases and, of those that did, only two were on track to meet them. Canada
and thegovernments of BritishColumbia, NewBrunswick, NewfoundlandandLabrador, and
Ontario have emission-reduction targets for 2020, but these differ widely. For example, they
do not even use the same base years, some using 1990 and others 2005. Only Canada, New
Brunswick and Ontario have emission-reduction targets for 2030, and in the case of Ontario
the target is a legacy of the former government, and will almost certainly be disavowed by
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the current one. To complicate the task of assessing the results of carbonpricing, noneof the
carbon pricing regimes currently in place states which portion of the 2020 or 2030 targets
will be achieved specifically through carbon pricing.

The proponents of carbon pricing often attribute to it the recent changes in energy de-
mand. While few would challenge the assertion that increased prices have an effect on the
demand for a fuel, there are clearly important differences in the responsiveness of demand
for different fuels to price changes (their ‘elasticity’ of demand). Many studies have been
done of the elasticity of demand for energy products in different countries, with a particular
focus onmotor fuels, andwithwidely diverging results. The few recent studies of the elastic-
ity of energy demand in Canada show that, in the short term, demand for energy products
is largely inelastic, so assuming constant supply, any energy price shock is borne by con-
sumers.3 A recent metastudy based on international conditions concludes that the price
elasticity of energy demand is between −0.21 in the short term and −0.61 in the long term.4

The higher the long-term elasticity, the higher will be the demand reduction resulting from
a carbon tax but the worse will be the social costs of taxation.

It is difficult, moreover, to distinguish the effects of changes in relative prices caused by
carbon taxes from the effects of the many other policies and programs now in place. In a
recent report to the United Nations, the government of Canada listed over 300 current poli-
cies andmeasures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.5 There are at least as many of these
‘complementary measures’ in place in the provinces and territories, as described in a 2017
report of the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment.6 Canadian municipalities
have added many more. There is no single national inventory of these measures nor any
system by which to assess whether they are effective, cost-effective or duplicative.

The problem of attribution is especially complex with respect to the transportation sec-
tor. Proponents of carbon taxes almost always illustrate their benefits in terms of reduced
gasoline consumption or a reduction in the number of cars on the roads. However, current
governmentpolicies include theheavy sales andexcise taxesonmotor fuels, as documented
by the Canadian Taxpayers Federation.7 Added to this aremotor vehicle fuel efficiency stan-
dards of constantly increasing stringency, extensive subsidies for alternative vehicle fuels
and for electric vehicle purchases, extremely high subsidies formass transit systems, and ex-
tensive public information programs, all aimed at reducing vehicle use and fuel consump-
tion. Amid this virtual cascade of governmental interventions, one has to wonder how it
might be possible to attribute fuel-use changes to carbon pricing alone. Such efforts must
further disentangle the effects on fuel consumption of changes in income and demograph-
ics, both of which can have important effects on fuel consumption.

The following comments, therefore, should be viewed against a background of uncer-
tainty.

Effect on prices

It is possible to calculate the likely effect of carbon dioxide tax rates on the prices of spe-
cific energy products provided one assumes that the rates are applied in a way that exactly
matches the carbon content of the fuels. Figure 3 shows theprice increases thatwould result
from the proposed carbon tax (levy) rates in Canada over the period to 2022. While these
increases may have marked effects for some fuels, in the case of motor fuels the variation in
product prices will likely be well within the bounds that consumers have experienced over
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Figure 3: The effect of carbon taxes on fuel prices.
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Source: Environment and Climate Change Canada.
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the past two decades as a result of changes in crude oil prices and general economic condi-
tions.

The Canadian government has declared that it will not announce the levels of future
carbon taxesuntil after it has completeda reviewnear theendof the currentplanningperiod
(in 2021 or 2022). It is reasonable to assume that this judgment will be made in the context
of the progress that has beenmade in reducing greenhouse gas emissions so as to close the
‘gap’ between current emissions and the targets for 2030 and beyond.

Given the ambitious 2030 target and pressures for even tougher ones in future, it seems
highly likely that the federal government, if it continues with present policies, will establish
a schedule of continuing rises in carbon tax rates. One can only speculate concerning the
pace at which such increases might occur. The Ecofiscal Commission has, for planning pur-
poses, sometimes used the assumption that rates might continue to rise at $10 per tonne
per year, reaching $130 per tonne by 2030. That would equate to taxes of 30.3 cents per litre
of gasoline, 35.6 cents per litre of diesel fuel and 25.5 cents per cubic meter of natural gas in
2030.

The likely effects of carbon taxeson consumerprices canbeviewed from twoquitediffer-
ent perspectives. One is the total tax take by Canadian governments. The Canadian Taxpay-
ers Federation report calculated that the average gasoline price in Canada in 2018was $1.35
per litre; sales, excise, transit and carbon taxes constituted 45 cents of that, which equates
to a carbon tax of $192 per tonne, a tax that is not imposed on other fossil fuels. The use of
motor gasoline, and to a lesser extent that of diesel fuel, is thus already heavily taxed, and
the demand for it is well below what it would be if prices were determined exclusively by
market conditions. Indeed, in 2018, total federal and provincial tax receipts from gasoline
and diesel fuel were over $24 billion.

A different perspective can be given by comparing Canadian motor fuel prices to those
in the high-tax jurisdictions of Europe. The average Canadian gasoline price of $1.35 per
litre in 2018 equates to e0.90 per litre. That compares to average March 2019 petrol prices
ofe1.39 per litre in Germany,e1.41 per litre in the United Kingdom, e1.51 per litre in France
ande1.67 per litre in Norway. Adding a $130 carbon tax would only raise average Canadian
gasoline prices to about e1.25 per litre. (Onemight note, parenthetically, that higher motor
fuel taxes have not induced Europeans to stop driving, give up internal combustion vehicles
or commute exclusively by public transit.)

Effect on consumers

The effect of carbon pricing on consumers will depend on their consumption habits. Those
who use more carbon-based fuels, directly or indirectly, will pay more than those who use
fewer.

It is difficult to find up-to-date statistics on primary energy consumption in Canada. Data
from one online source is shown in Figure 4. According to the Canadian National Energy
Board,8 total demand for refined petroleum products in Canada in 2017 was 1.8 million bar-
rels per day (MMb/d). Gasoline and diesel fuel are the most-used products, accounting for
44%and29%of total refinedpetroleumproduct demand. In otherwords,most oil is used for
transportation. Other products, including heavy fuel oil, asphalt, and lubricants accounted
for the remaining27%. Canadaconsumedanaverageof 10.1billion cubic feetperday (Bcf/d)
of natural gas in 2017. Consumption of gaswas divided among industry (6.7 Bcf/d), the com-
mercial sector (1.8 Bcf/d and the residential sector (1.6 Bcf/d).
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The effects of carbon pricing on end-use costs will be felt both directly, as a result of in-
creasedpricesof the fuels consumed, and indirectly, as a result of theeffects of higher energy
costs on the transportation of goods and services and the passthrough of general business
costs in the form of higher product prices. While the calculation of direct costs is relatively
straightforward, there is somedebate as to how to assess the indirect costs. The estimate de-
pends largely upon one’s assumptions concerning whether firms will be able to pass on all,
or substantially all, of the tax increases in the form of higher prices to their customers. There
has been relatively little academic analysis in Canada of the effect on businesses if they are
unable to pass on the costs in the face of steadily rising carbon tax rates.

Figure 5 indicates the projected rebate per household over the next four years of the car-
bonpricingprogram, according toestimatespublishedbyEnvironment andClimateChange
Canada.9

Effect on emissions

To date, most efforts to assess the effect of carbon pricing on greenhouse gas emissions
have focused on the experience of British Columbia (BC). The claims of success there by the
provincial government were repeated by diverse sources, ranging from the New York Times
and the Guardian to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and the
World Bank. More recently, the Ecofiscal Commission has praised the British Columbia car-
bon tax as evidence that such taxes are effective in reducing emissions. The Sustainable
Prosperity think tank reported in 2012 that, during its first four years, the BC carbon tax had
reduced provincial gasoline demand by 17%.

Aswith othermeasures of effectiveness, it is difficult to clearly attribute results due to the
many factors in play. The BC tax was introduced in 2008, in the midst of a global recession
when energy demand was naturally falling due to the decline in overall economic activity.
As has become clear, however, there are good reasons to question the claims about the early
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Figure 5: Average climate action incentive payment per household.
Environment and Climate Change Canada

impact of the tax.
One reason relates to the conventional understanding of the price elasticity of demand

for transport fuels. BC’s carbon tax rose from $10 per tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent in
2008 to $30 per tonne in 2012. That is equivalent to a tax of 6.67 cents per litre for gasoline.
The average provincial price for gasoline in 2012 was $1.39 per litre, so the carbon tax was
about 5% of the price. Standard measures of elasticity indicate that a 1% increase in price
produces considerably less than a 1% reduction in demand. It would be unprecedented if a
5% increase in price yielded a 17% reduction in demand.

In fact, according to data from Statistics Canada, gasoline consumption declined from
4,530 cubic meters in 2008 to 4,504 cubic meters in 2012, a decline of only 26 thousand
cubic meters, or 0.6% in four years.

Marc Lee, senior economist for the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives and a sup-
porter of carbon taxes, published a critique of BC’s system in 2016.10 He noted that:

• between 2010 and 2014, BC’s growth in real GDP was 11%, better than Ontario (8%)
and Quebec (6%), but worse that its neighboring western provinces of Saskatchewan
(15%) and Alberta (22%);

• while BC’s greenhouse gas emissions declined after the recession began in 2008, they
rose from 2010 to 2013 (they have remained essentially flat since then);

• BC’s per capita greenhouse gas emissions have been on a steady downward trend
since at least 2001 ‘due to shifts in industrial structure, growing urbanisation of the
province’s population and perhaps due to other taxes that preceded the carbon tax.’

The province of Quebec has been implementing its 2013–2020 Climate Change Action
Plan for six years. The plan includes both participation in theWestern Climate Initiative with
the State of California (and the related emissions trading scheme) and several other regu-
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latory and program measures. Quebec’s situation is unique in that the province is already
the lowest emitter of greenhouse gases on a per-capita basis in Canada, due to its wealth of
hydro-electricity energy supplies. The transport sector accounts for 42%of emissions, indus-
try 30% and the residential, commercial and institutional sector 11%. The focus of emission-
reduction efforts has thus been on the transport sector.

In its public reports onprogress in reducingemissions, theQuebecgovernment indicates
that emissions declined from 89.5 megatonnes (MtCO2e) in 1990 to 77.3MtCO2e in 2016, a
fall of 12.2MtCO2e. If one examines the yearly emissions totals, they show that most of the
emissions reduction (7MtCO2e) occurred in the period from 1990 to 2012. After the Climate
Change Action Plan and emissions trading systembegan, emissions declined by 5.2MtCO2e
over four years, and only part of this was due to carbon pricing.

Effect on attainment of emissions reduction targets

As noted previously, Canada is committed to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 30%
below 2005 levels by 2030. In 2005, Canada’s emissions were 732MtCO2e. A 30% reduction
would thus mean emissions of 513MtCO2e. In 2016, Canada’s emissions were 704MtCO2e,
so there is a considerable gap between recent emissions and the target.

In its most recently published analysis,11 ECCC was optimistic concerning the effects of
current policies.

A price on carbon could cut carbon pollution across Canada by 80 to 90 million tonnes
in 2022, once all provinces and territories have systems that meet the federal standard.
This is equivalent to taking 23–26 million cars off the road for a year or shutting down
20–23 coal-fired power plants for a year. Without this contribution, more costly regula-
tory interventions would be needed to meet our target.

While the ECCC analysis did not provide the detailed data uponwhich this estimate is based,
it includes a graph contrasting the scenarios with and without carbon pricing. The graph
showsnational greenhousegasemissionsdeclining fromabout730MtCO2e in2018 toabout
680MtCO2e in 2022. The ‘80–90MtCO2e emissions decline by 2022’ thus must refer to a cu-
mulative, rather than annual, decline over the period.

In Chapter 5 of its report to the United Nations on projections to 2030, ECCC provided
more details.12 This report sets out scenarios, one ‘with measures’ and one ‘with additional
measures’, emphasising that both are for illustrative purposes only. The ‘withmeasures’ sce-
nario included the results of actions taken by governments, businesses and consumers over
the two years preceding 2017. It does not include all of the measures taken or proposed
under the Pan-Canadian Framework. The ‘with additional measures’ scenario takes into ac-
count those additional measures that are under development but not fully implemented,
including pan-Canadian carbon pricing.

The ‘with measures’ scenario, according to ECCC, would result in Canadian greenhouse
gas emissions of 722MtCO2e in 2030, well below the 815MtCO2e case in which no mea-
sureswere taken, butmuchhigher than the 2030 target (stated as 517MtCO2e in the report).
The ‘with additional measures’ scenario would result in Canadian emissions of 583MtCO2e,
139MtCO2e below the ‘withmeasures’ scenario, but still well above the 2030 target. The im-
plication is that, under the ‘with additional measures’ scenario, complementary measures
will reduce emissions by about 59MtCO2e and carbon pricing with reduce them by about
80MtCO2e. This is in addition to the 80–90MtCO2e emissions reduction that ECCC projects
in the period from 2018 to 2022.
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It is very difficult to reconcile the sectoral emissions reductions included in the ‘with ad-
ditional measures’ scenario with the implied effectiveness of carbon pricing. Table 2 shows
the difference in emissions by economic sector projected by ECCCunder the ‘withmeasures’
and the ‘with additional measures’ scenarios.

Table 2: Canadian greenhouse gas emissions forecasts.

Sector With measures With additional Difference
measures

MtCO2e MtCO2e MtCO2e

Agriculture 72 71 1
Buildings 83 71 12
Electricity 46 21 25
Heavy industry 97 93 4
Oil and gas 215 192 23
Transportation 155 143 12
Waste and others 53 51 2
Purchases of international allowances −59 59

Total 722 583 139

Source: Table 5:28 of the ECCC report to the UNFCCC.

The largest differences between the two scenarios are in the projections of emissions
from the electricity and oil and gas sectors. In the case of electricity, almost all the addi-
tional emissions reductions will be the consequence of accelerating the phaseout of coal-
fired power plants. In the oil and gas sector, carbon-dioxide-equivalent emissions are, in
fact, projected to grow from 143MtCO2e in 2015 to 187MtCO2e in 2030, while methane
emissions are projected to decline from 45MtCO2e in 2015 to 27MtCO2e in 2030 due to the
introduction of more stringent regulations. It is not at all clear from this data how carbon
pricing will play a major role in prompting emissions declines.

It is striking that ECCC projects a relatively small reduction in transportation emissions.
The ‘with additional measures’ scenario includes not only the increase in carbon taxes but
also further regulatory andprogrammeasures specifically aimedat reducing transportation-
related emissions. Yet the combined effect of regulations, subsidies and taxation directed
at transportation emissions is projected to be a reduction of only 12MtCO2e from the pre-
viously projected total of 143MtCO2e, a decline of 8.4% over 12 years. One might allow for
this on the basis of the low elasticity of demand for transportation fuels, as a carbon tax of
$50 per tonne adds only eleven cents per litre, or 8.2%, to the average price of gasoline (in
2018). Nonetheless, with the transportation sector yielding so little, one must wonder in
which sectors the price elasticity of demand is considered likely to be so much higher.

In summary, ECCC’s ownanalysis concludes that the carbonpricingpolicies as announced
to date, evenwhen combinedwith a host of othermeasures under the Pan-Canadian Frame-
work, will not attain the 2030 emissions reduction target. In fact, even the effects projected
in ECCC’s analysis seem very optimistic given the relatively low price elasticity of energy
products.

Research by the Conference Board of Canada has concluded that much higher carbon
prices would be required to attain existing emission-reduction targets.13 An internal report
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of ECCC estimated that reaching Canada’s targets would require the price of carbon dioxide
to reach $100 per tonne by 2020 and climb to between $200 and $300 per tonne by 2050.14

Looking to 2030 and beyond, there are political pressures for Canada to adopt progres-
sivelymore stringent emissions reductions targets. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Special Report issued in September 2018 warned that to stay on a path consistent
with the 1.5 degree warming scenario, all countries should aim to reduce emissions by as
much as 45% below 2005 levels by 2030 and to achieve ’net zero’ emissions by 2050. Sev-
eral cities in Canada have declared a ‘climate emergency’ and said that, among other things,
carbon pricing must be increased to achieve the goals advocated by the IPCC.

It is essential, in the face of suchdemands, to recognise the limits imposedby technology
as well as markets on the speed with which energy transitions can occur.15 In many cases,
the technologies thatwould be required to allow large reductions in energy consumption or
substitution to alternative non-carbon fuels are either not yet proven scientifically or not yet
commercially viable. This is particularly the case in the transportation sector. Carbon prices
in the range of $30–50 per tonne may stimulate some efficiency and substitution effects,
but they cannot stimulate into existence electric heavy-duty vehicles and aircraft or pro-
duce the scientific breakthroughs needed tomake grid-level electricity storage economic. It
takes many decades to completely change energy-use patterns and the related infrastruc-
ture. When the alternatives are not available, raising energy costs through carbon pricing
will only impoverish a country’s citizens or drive its businesses into insolvency.

The growingmagnitude of carbon pricing revenues

As noted previously, the schedule of carbon price increases under the federal Canadian
framework now extends only to the end of 2022, by which point the rate will be $50 per
tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent. It is broadly recognised that those rates are not high
enough – even with a wide range of ‘complementary measures’ – to attain the 2030 target
and certainly not to attain the much more stringent targets advocated by environmental
groups. While one can only speculate about future carbon tax rates, there seems little doubt
that if the current government remains in office (indeed, if any federal government other
than one in which the Conservative Party holds a majority is in office), rates will continue to
rise. It may be useful to offer a simple illustrative estimate of the revenues that could accrue
to Canadian federal, provincial and territorial governments in future.

Let us assume that the carbon levy and effective output-based price rises to $130 per
tonne by 2030, the figure used by the Ecofiscal Commission. Assume further that emissions
coverage, now roughly 81%under the federal backstop, increases to 90%. Emissions decline
to the level projected by ECCC in its ‘with additional measures’ scenario (583MtCO2e), but
no more. In this scenario, the emissions subject to pricing would be 525MtCO2e. At $130
per tonne, that would yield over $68 billion in revenues to governments. Sixty-eight billion
dollars is equal to about 45%of total federal government revenues in 2018, or one and a half
times the revenue now received by the Canadian government annually in corporate income
taxes. By comparison, Canadiangovernmentequalisationpayments to theprovinces in2018
were just under $19 billion. The carbon tax revenueswould greatly expand the flowof funds
from citizens to governments and thereby potentially enlarge the role that governments
play in the economy.
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International comparisons

The best source of information on the use of carbon pricing regimes, which includes both
carbon dioxide taxation and emissions trading, is the World Bank Report on Carbon Pricing
2018. According to that report, as of May 2018, carbon pricing initiatives had been imple-
mented or were scheduled for implementation in 51 jurisdictions. There were 25 emissions
trading systems, mostly located in subnational jurisdictions (states, provinces or municipal-
ities), and 26 carbon dioxide taxes primarily implemented at a national level. Two thirds of
the jurisdictions are in Europe. Within the Americas, Canada, Mexico, Colombia, Argentina
andChile have implementedor have scheduled carbonpricing regimes, aswell as California,
Washington andMassachusetts in the United States. China has initiated carbon tax regimes
too, but the rates of tax vary significantly within its regions.

The rates used in carbon tax regimes vary widely, from a low equivalent to US$1 per ton
in Mexico and Poland to a high of US$139 per ton in Sweden. Within western Europe, the
rates range widely as well, with one group of countries using rates of US$9 per ton or less,
andmost others with rates in the range of US$16–29 per ton. In Japan, the city of Tokyo has
had an emissions trading system since 2010; the average standard transaction price in 2018
was US$5.89 per ton.16

Canada’s principal international trade partners are the United States, China, Japan and
Mexico. Almost 78% of Canada’s $377 billion in exports in 2017 went to the United States
and China. Neither jurisdiction is implementing a federal carbon tax, although in China vari-
ous provincial carbon taxes average about US$2 per tonne.17 In the circumstances, it seems
highly likely that the increasing burden of carbon taxes on Canadian firms will affect their
ability to compete in foreign markets and to attract foreign investment in future.

3 Critique of the current carbon pricing regime
This section will seek to answer five questions:

• Does the design of the Canadian carbon pricing system align well with what is sug-
gested by economic theory?

• Does the Canadian carbon pricing system serve the objectives of revenue neutrality?

• What may be the consequences of differences among the current federal and provin-
cial regimes?

• What are the political and legal controversies thatmay affect the future continuity and
viability of the system?

• How much administrative and political discretion will be available to those who will
govern the pricing regimes?

Carbon taxes and economic theory

The claims of the Canadian government and of the Ecofiscal Commission that the carbon
pricing regime now in place in Canada is strongly supported by economic theory receive
very little discussionordebate in theCanadianmedia. For themostpart, theCanadianpublic
appears tobelieve that carbonpricing is aneconomically efficientway to reducegreenhouse
gas emissions.
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The public rationale for carbon pricing, however, has not gone unchallenged, either on
theoretical or practical policy grounds. Perhaps the most prominent voice of dissent in the
Canadian academic community is Professor Ross McKitrick of the University of Guelph. In
several articles and onemajor report,18 he has acknowledged the potential economic bene-
fits that might flow from a globally-applied and properly calculated carbon price. However,
he emphasised that such a beneficial outcome is not guaranteed; rather, certain rules must
be observed in order for carbon pricing to have its intended effect of achieving the optimal
balance between emissions reduction and economic growth.

• Carbonpricingworkswhenappliedas a substitute, not complement, toother emission-
reductionmeasures. If, instead, carbonpricing is simply addedon toanexistingemissions-
regulating regime, it will fail to have its desired emissions-rationing effects and even
cause damage to the economy.

• In theory, the price of carbon should be set according to the ‘social cost of carbon’, or
the estimated present value of the impact that an emitted tonne of carbon today will
have on humans in the future. In fact, current estimates of that social cost vary widely,
and themethodology for calculating themaremuch affected by different judgements
about the climate’s sensitivity to increased carbon dioxide concentrations and which
discount rates to use.19 There is no connection between the social cost of carbon and
the currently planned carbon taxation rates in Canada.

• Carbon taxes increaseproduction costs anddecrease realwageselsewhere in theparts
of the economy affected, thus changing the deadweight losses associated with pre-
existing taxes. Tax increases have the effect of cancelling some existing economic ac-
tivity; if, for example, there is a 30% deadweight loss from an existing tax, $1.30 in
economic welfare was lost to provide the last dollar of tax revenue. This is sometimes
referred to as the marginal cost of public funds (MCPF). Referring to analysis by Ag-
nar Sandmo, McKitrick argued that the optimal tax on emissions would need to be
deflated by the magnitude of the MCPF.20

• The primary theoretical purpose of carbon taxes is to price emissions, so that compet-
itive markets can perform their function of finding themost efficient means of chang-
ing the emissions level. Logically, they should not be designed to achieve a specific
volumetric emissions reduction target.

• The revenues raised by carbon taxes should be returned to the economy in the least
economically disruptive ways. This includes leaving it to the market to identify and
implement the cheapest abatement options, not empowering governments to sub-
sidise the energy sources that have been rejected by themarket because of their non-
competitive costs.

Other economists have added to these concerns. Kenneth Green, writing under the aus-
pices of the Fraser Institute, discussed the threat of ‘carbon leakage’, whichoccurswhenfirms
reorganise or relocate operations to avoid the carbon tax. 21

While the federal carbon tax includes measures to mitigate competitiveness concerns
for emissions-intensive and trade-exposed industries, the government’s approach tar-
gets high-emitters, meaning that service and low-emittingmanufacturerswill paymore
in energy costs thanks to the carbon tax.

Economist Robert Murphy, in examining the system for carbon pricing in Alberta,22 echoed
the concerns voiced by Ross McKitrick and Kenneth Green, and added a fewmore.
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If governments are going to levy carbon taxes to address the ‘negative externality’ of
greenhouse gas emissions then some important steps to increase the benefits (in terms
ofmitigated climate change) and tominimise the economic harm are: (1) ensure a wide
base for the carbon tax’s application tominimise ‘leakage’ of emissions intoneighboring
carbon-tax-free jurisdictions; (2) let the ‘price on carbon’ do the work of incentivising
households and individuals to cut back on emissions in an efficient manner, rather than
havingpolicymakers issue top-downedicts either for specific technologies or emissions
targets, and (3) don’t spend the incoming carbon-tax receipts but instead use them to
cut marginal rates in taxes on labour and, especially, on capital.

It is difficult to assess the magnitude of the carbon leakage problem in terms of the loss
of investment and economic activity to other countries that has been directly or indirectly
caused by carbon pricing or, more generally, climate change policy in Canada.

The interaction between carbon taxes and the so-called ‘complementary measures’ de-
serves farmoreattentionandconcern than it has so far received, either in themedia, academia
or political circles. As noted previously, at least 300 complementary regulatory and program
measures exist at the federal level, and an equal or larger number exist at the provincial
government level, yet both levels of government intend to introduce new measures to ac-
company carbon taxes, rather than repealing any. Themeasures are far-reaching and highly
intrusive in the economy, for example:

• regulations on fuel efficiency

• targeted research, development and demonstration funding

• direct subsidies to electric vehicles and to renewable energy production andpurchase

• prescribed procurement practices by governments

• extensive social marketing campaigns.

There is no inventory of all the measures taken, no analysis of their cost-effectiveness or
interaction, and no assessment of the possibility of duplication. There is no indication so far
as to when or whether any of the complementary measures will be ended if the carbon tax
is, as claimed, successful in reducing emissions. What we have instead is the combination of
an idealised simplification of the tax system and the entrenchment of special privileges for
certain interest groups.

Despite their appeal to academics and think-tank staff, carbon taxes have proven con-
sistently unpopular in Canada. This is likely because, by design, they are intended to make
fossil fuels more expensive, thus depriving the consumer of their benefits. Canada’s pat-
tern of energy-related greenhouse gas emissions offers a stark reminder that, apart from
transportation, emissions levels are largely dictated by the location of and nature of energy
production. Much of the country enjoys access to bountiful sources of hydroelectricity. In
Alberta and Saskatchewan, the bounty is a geological one, namely immense oil, natural gas
and coal resources. Carbonpricing, andgreenhousegas emissions reductionpolicies in gen-
eral, must inevitably have their largest and most negative impacts on the west.

Environmental levies are intended as a way of reducing the harm caused by pollution
(I will leave aside the question as to whether carbon dioxide can rightly be described as
‘pollution’). If they succeed in sharply reducing emissions, they will generate no significant
revenue in the long term. If they succeed in generating revenue, it means they do not cause
emissions to fall by much. There is no escaping the dilemma, but for politicians and lobby
groups the short-term gains seem often to outweigh any consideration of the medium- or
longer-term consequences.
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Revenue neutrality

It is virtually certain that a carbon tax, unaccompanied by other tax reductions, will have a
negative effect on the general economy. Indeed, to elaborate on one of the points raised by
ProfessorMcKitrick, carbon taxes cause a double harm. They impose a cost on all consumers
and they interact with the pre-existing, distortionary taxes on labour and capital and make
them more damaging. The carbon tax raises consumer prices and effectively reduces the
after-tax earnings of labour and capital, acting as its own tax on these things, but with the
difference that it is concentrated in particular areas and regions rather than being spread
uniformly.

Will the recycling of carbon tax revenues under the Canadian system help? Many stud-
ies, especially those examining the United States, have compared the economic effects of
various recycling approaches, usually assuming that all of the revenues taken in by govern-
ments will be returned to the general economy through some mechanism.23 The general
consensus of such studies is that the optimal approach would be to reduce the general cor-
porate income tax rate and that the worst result would be gained via lump-sum payments
to individuals or households. Studies generally focus on the question of whether the net
effect on national income over time is positive or negative, not on the distribution of effects
among different groups or regions.

Unfortunately, the federal carbon pricing system relies on lump-sum handouts to recy-
cle the revenue, thus embedding the worst of the available options. Further, the backstop
regime that will apply in at least four provinces and two territories pays lip service to the
goal of revenue neutrality but, at its best, would return only ‘most’ (sometimes estimated at
90%) of the revenues received to the provinces and to households in the form of rebates.

The federal government approach to carbon pricing clearly is not designed to achieve
revenue neutrality. The non-rebated portion of the revenue received from fuel charges will
be given to targeted beneficiaries, such as schools, colleges and universities, hospitals, mu-
nicipalities, small andmedium-sizedbusinesses, not-for-profitorganisations and indigenous
communities. Most of the funds raised by the OBPS that will apply to large emitters will go
to various undefined emissions-reduction measures. Apart from these funds, the federal
government will keep the revenues received from the General Sales Tax (GST). The GST is a
5% tax that is imposed on the final price for a good or service. The GST is imposed on the
carbon tax-paid price; it is, in other words, a tax on a tax. The Parliamentary Budget Office,
which reports to Parliament, not the executive branch of the federal government, estimates
that the potential GST revenues to the Canadian federal government will be in the range of
$264–313 million in fiscal year 2018–19, and will go on increasing after that.24

The provinces that administer their own carbon pricing regimes often pay only lip ser-
vice to revenue neutrality, or in the case of Quebec, ignore it altogether. Most provinces use
the proceeds for a wide range of politically appealing expenditure initiatives, or for expen-
ditures that please the municipalities (like light rail transit) but have only modest impacts
on emissions reduction. They are taking different approaches to how they will tax and how
theywill rebate, if at all, whichmakes this subject very complicated. In some cases, only 70%
or less of the emission sources will be taxed. In others, special exemptions, often politically
motivated, will be given. There will be plenty of room for ‘administrative discretion’ as to
who qualifies for a rebate and by how much. Finally, governments probably will keep ever
more of the revenues as the carbon tax rates go higher.

The use of rebates is being used to make the case that the carbon pricing system is ‘not
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a revenue grab’. Using the proceeds in this way, however, raises a question. If rebates were
such a good idea, and if partial refunds could more than compensate taxpayers yet leave
a surplus in the Treasury, why hasn’t the government used the same approach with every
other tax? The obvious answer is that, despite government claims, the rebates will not com-
pensate households for the full economic cost of paying the tax.

Whatever the theoreticalmerits of adding revenue recycling to carbonpricing, one should
be mindful of the practical, real-life experience of jurisdictions with carbon pricing regimes
around the world. In other jurisdictions, initial statements of intention to fully or partially
recycle such revenues have often not been borne out in practice. The Institute of Climate
Economics (14CE) is a think tank based in Paris, France. It is funded by the French devel-
opment agency and Morocco’s Caisse de Depot et Gestion. In October 2017, it published
the results of a study of the use of carbon dioxide pricing in the 40 countries in the world
in which they then existed.25 The Institute found that, on a global scale, only 29% of the
revenues raised were recycled into the economy in the form of tax exemptions. Thirty-four
percent were used to subsidise programs that would reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The
largest share, 37%, were allocated to the general budget.26

Ultimately, the distributive effects of carbon pricing and rebates may become the most
important political issue in Canada. It cannot be denied that those targeted to bear the
burdens of much higher taxes – consumers, fossil fuel producers, emissions-intensive man-
ufacturing and resource industries and the provinces where these dominate the regional
economy – will be worse off by far; that is the result of significantly increasing the tax bur-
den. The consequences in a country like Canada, where distance and the historic imbalance
in political power has long bred regional alienation and sometimes separatist sentiment,
may be very dangerous indeed.

The discretionary power accorded to officials

One implicit advantage of carbon pricing is supposed to be the simplicity of the system; that
is, a single price that guides buyers’ and sellers’ decisions on energy sources and does not
require constant adjustments anddiscretionary decisionsbypoliticians and theofficialswho
administer the system. The Canadian system, however, is anything but simple, both because
of the number anddiversity of regimes andbecause of the number of decisions that it places
in the hands of system designers and administrators.

For example, federal officials must make decisions on the following matters:

• how to reconcile differences between the federal government framework, including
carbon levies and OBPSs, and those of the provinces, and if reconciliation is not possi-
ble, what interventions to make;

• which sectors, groups and fuel uses will be granted exemptions from the carbon levy;

• which emissions intensity standard will be applied for each type of industrial activity;
inclusion may mean the difference between commercial survival and bankruptcy for
individual firms;

• how to change the sector and firm emissions intensity standards over time to reflect
‘best-in-class’;

• which types of emissions reduction activities and trading permits will qualify as ‘offset
credits’ for the OBPS.
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In addition, Federal officials, and probably politicians, will have to decide which industrial
sectors qualify as being in the ‘high competitive risk’ category that will allow them to op-
erate under a lower threshold of emissions subject to output-based pricing, and provincial
officialswill have tomake similar decisionswith respect to theirOBPSs andemissions trading
systems where these apply.

The federal government department making these decisions will be ECCC. Especially as
the stringency of emissions standards increase and the price of carbon taxes and permit
prices rise, the department responsible for environmental policy will be taskedwithmaking
some of the most important energy and economic policy decisions of the Canadian federal
government.

This would be a daunting task for any group of officials, especially in a period when,
since the mid-1990s, there has been a general concern expressed about the degrading of
the policy capacity of Canadian federal government departments due to successive fund-
ing cuts.27 The Environment Department traditionally was considered a scientific agency,
not one responsible for major economic policy decisions. It also is one with very close ties
to environmental non-governmental organisations in Canada. Whether ECCC is the correct
body to wield such enormous power over the Canadian economy is an important issue of
governance that will probably rise in prominence as time goes on.

Political and legal challenges

The Canadian federal government adopted the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act on 21
June 2018. Part 1 of the Act levies charges on fuel delivered, used, brought into, or produced
in a listed province and combustible waste burned in a listed province. Part 2 established
an OBPS for industrial greenhouse gas emissions and levied a charge on facilities that emit
greenhouse gasses in a quantity that exceeds their emissions limit.

Sections 165 and 188 of the Act require the Minister of National Revenue to distribute
the revenues raised by the charges levied under the Act to the province in which they were
levied or to other prescribed persons or classes of persons.

Sections 166 and 189 of the Act permit the Governor in Council to determine in which
provinces the Act will apply, taking into account, as the primary factor, whether the federal
government considers provincial pricing mechanisms for greenhouse gas emissions to be
sufficiently stringent.

Three provinces – Saskatchewan, Ontario and New Brunswick – have filed appeals to the
courts, seeking judgments that the Act is unconstitutional and has no force and effect. With
the victory of the United Conservative Party in the Alberta election in April 2019, it seems
likely that the government of that province may file a similar appeal.

The following is not a legal analysis of the positions of the parties in the cases before the
courts, but simply a short description of the main positions taken.

The provincial government of Saskatchewan argued its case before the Saskatchewan
Court of Appeal in February 2019. It asked the court to determine whether the Greenhouse
Gas Pollution Pricing Act was unconstitutional, in whole or in part. In support of its case, it
argued that the carbon levy is an unfair, uneven, illegal tax, and that it violates provincial
jurisdiction. Specifically, it argued that the federal government cannot impose a policy that
treats provinces unequally, and that to do so ‘disregards fundamental principles of Canadian
constitutional law, in particular, the principles of federalism’. The government of Canada
responded that the legislation falls under its jurisdiction under the ‘peace, order and good
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government’ clause of the Canadian Constitution, because carbon emissions are a matter
of ‘national concern’. The federal position is not based on arguments concerning the federal
government’s powers of taxation, apparently because the federal governmentdoesnotwish
to call pricing carbon dioxide emissions a tax. The Court issued a 3–2 split decision on 3
May 2019, finding that the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Actwas not unconstitutional in
wholeor inpart. TheSaskatchewangovernmenthas indicated that itwill appeal thedecision
to the Supreme Court of Canada.

The government of Ontario filed a reference to the Ontario Court of Appeal, also arguing
that the federal government’s legislation was unconstitutional. Ontario argues that placing
a price on greenhouse gas emissions is not authorised by the ‘national concern’ part of the
‘peace, order and good government’ power. As greenhouse gas emissions can arise from
almost any economic activity, Ontario argues that expanding the scope of the ‘national con-
cern’ power to regulate that activity ‘would represent an unprecedented and unwarranted
intrusion into provincial jurisdiction’, and ‘erode the constitutional balance inherent in the
Canadian federal state’. Even if the legislation falls within the scope of federal powers, On-
tario argues that it does not authorise regulatory charges, which the province views simply
as disguised taxes.

The government of New Brunswick supported the Saskatchewan government’s case be-
fore the Saskatchewan Court of Appeals. It argued that the federal legislation ‘overreaches
and invades provincial competence to an unacceptable degree’. While it supported the au-
thority of a province to create carbonpricingmeasures tailored to its circumstances, it stated
that ‘the federal Parliament has submitted a vague stringency standard for any meaningful
cooperativemodel for greenhousegas emissions reduction’. Thus, ‘local solutions havebeen
rejected without regard for local economic realities or constitutional authority’.

The Government of Manitoba has previously commissioned a legal opinion by Bryan
Schwartz, a University of Manitoba legal scholar, on the constitutionality of the federal leg-
islation. Schwartz concluded that the federal government had the authority to impose a
carbon tax onManitoba and other provinces, but the provinces have a good legal argument
that they should have the authority to design their own carbon pricing plans. It is not yet
clear whether Manitoba will file its own appeal against the federal legislation.

If Alberta were to join the provinces opposed to the federal legislation, it would have
political, if not legal, importance in the period leading up to a federal election in Canada in
the fall of 2019.

4 Conclusion
Carbon pricing is promoted as an economically efficient, low-cost, socially benign and ad-
ministratively simple way to achieve large reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. How-
ever, in Canada, it has been none of those things.

The Canadian carbon pricing system departs in several important respects from the the-
oretically ideal model embraced by many economists. Notably, the rates bear no relation-
ship to thenotional social costs they are intended to represent. They supplement rather than
replace a host of government regulations and subsidy programs broadly referred to as ‘com-
plementarymeasures’. The regime’s effects will vary considerably across Canada andwill fall
most heavily on consumers, businesses and regions with energy-intensive industries. Car-
bon pricing will impose a large and growing competitive disadvantage on Canadian firms.
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The record of efforts to offset the adverse social effects of carbon pricing through ‘rev-
enue recycling’ indicates that governments in most provinces will continue to retain a large
portion of the revenues received and to spend them on political initiatives and favoured
groups.

To date, carbon pricing has had generally limited effects in reducing emissions, as would
be expected based on current estimates of the price elasticity of energy products and ser-
vices. ECCC’s projections of the emission-reduction effects of carbon prices to 2022 are al-
most certainly too high. The department’s projections to 2030 indicate that, evenwithmuch
higher prices and the implementation of all complementary measures announced to date,
the 2030 emissions reduction target will not be met.

For these and other reasons, carbon pricing faces an uncertain future. While there is
general support among the Canadian population to ‘contribute’ to reduced greenhouse gas
emissions, there is widespread scepticism that carbon taxes will achieve this goal. Three
provinces have challenged the constitutionality of the federal legislation, and twomoremay
do so soon. If that occurs, provincial governments representing almost 60% of the Canadian
population will stand in opposition to the current federal regime.

Appendix: Details of the pan-Canadian pricing regime
The Federal government carbon pricing framework

In October, 2016, the Canadian government announced its proposals for a pan-Canadian
approach to pricing carbon. Under this approach, the ten provinces and three territories
would have flexibility in deciding how they would implement carbon dioxide pricing; that
is, they could use a system of carbon dioxide taxes or they could implement an emissions
trading, or ‘cap and trade’, system under which the price of carbon would be set in competi-
tive markets based on the trading of emissions permits. The framework, however, imposed
some conditions on the provinces and territories:

• Provinces can meet the benchmark via a price-based system (i.e. a carbon tax or levy)
or via an emissions trading (cap-and-trade) system.

• The emissions subject to the regimes are based on a common and broad set of emis-
sion sources.

• The government established a ‘coverage benchmark’ – the minimum scope of emis-
sion sources that provincial regimesmust include. The coverage benchmark is defined
as ‘. . . substantially the same sources as the British Columbia carbon tax’.

• Jurisdictions must continually increase the stringency of their regimes via minimum
pricing increases for pricing systems and, for emissions trading systems, declining an-
nual caps in emissions that correspond to projected reductions resulting from pricing
systems. The price per tonne of emissions started at a minimum of $10 (all figures in
Canadian dollars) in 2018 and rises by $10 per year to reach $50 per tonne by 2022.

• The emissions trading systems also need a 2030 emissions reduction target at least
as ambitious as Canada’s 2030 target, whereas pricing systems only need annual in-
creases in price.

• Revenues from carbon pricing would remain with the provinces and territories of ori-
gin. The provincial and territorial governments may use these revenues as they see
fit.
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• The overall approach will be reviewed before 2022 to ensure that it is effective and to
confirm future price increases.

The federal government also enunciated a number of principles that should govern the
provinces’ and territories’ approach to carbon pricing:

• Carbon pricing should be introduced in a timely manner to minimise investment in
assets that could later become stranded and to maximise cumulative emission reduc-
tions.

• Carbon price increases should occur in a predictable and gradual way to limit adverse
economic impacts.

• Reporting on carbon pricing policies should be consistent, regular, transparent and
verifiable.

• Carbon pricing policies should minimise competitiveness impacts and carbon leak-
age, particularly for trade-exposed sectors.

• Carbon pricing policies should include revenue recycling to avoid a disproportionate
burden on vulnerable groups and indigenous peoples.

The inclusion of ‘revenue recycling’ among these principles indicates the Canadian gov-
ernment’s recognition that without some recycling, the public opposition to new taxes on
energy consumptionwas likely to be so severe as to potentially impair theworkability of the
regime.

In spite of these common benchmarks and principles, the current Canadian carbon pric-
ing regime is verymuch a patchwork of different approaches. Consistentwith the ‘flexibility’
principle, each province and territory is able to implement a carbon taxation or emissions
trading system, although in some cases special arrangements were negotiated that resulted
in quite different regimes.

Notably, theCanadiangovernmenthas stated that itwill provide (i.e. impose) a ‘backstop
system’ for provinces and territories whose systems do not ‘align with’ the benchmark. The
backstop will also supplement systems that do not fully meet the benchmark, for example
by expanding the sources covered by the provincial or territorial regimes. The backstop is
composed of two key elements:

• a carbon tax, or levy, applied to fossil fuels

• an OBPS for industrial facilities that emit above a certain threshold, with an opt-in ca-
pability for smaller facilities with emissions below the threshold.

Both the carbon tax and the OBPS price emissions on a carbon-dioxide-equivalent basis,
using the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) reporting
system. These apply to seven greenhouse gases.28 For purposes of the backstop, emissions
are converted to a carbon-dioxide-equivalent basis.

The Federal carbon dioxide levy

The carbon levy will apply to liquid, gasesous and solid fuels (see Figure 3 above). In most
cases, the levy will be paid early in the supply chain by the producer or distributor. The final
user thus will not see the tax applied. For purposes of the levy, use will generally include
fuel that is combusted, vented or flared. Fuel used as a raw material, diluent or solvent in a
manufacturing or petrochemical process in a way that does not produce heat or energy will
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not be subject to the levy. The levy will apply to fuel that is produced, imported or brought
into a backstop jurisdiction.

Relief or exemption from the levy will be provided in certain cases. These include:

• fuel used at a facility whose emissions are accounted for under the OBPS;

• gasoline and diesel fuel used by registered farmers in certain farming activities;

• fuel exported from the backstop jurisdiction;

• fuel used as international aviation and marine fuels;

• fuel used as a raw material, diluent or solvent in a manufacturing or petrochemical
process that does not produce heat or energy;

• fuel purchased by visiting military forces and diplomatic representatives;

• fuel in sealed, pre-packaged containers of one litre or less; and

• the biofuel portion of blended fuels.

The Federal output-based pricing system

AnOBPS is designed to create an incentive for large greenhouse gas emitters to reduce their
emissions, while partially protecting them by exempting them from paying a carbon tax on
their fossil fuel consumption. The Canadian government system requires that each jurisdic-
tion under it impose emissions restrictions on its industrial facilities that emit 50 kilotonnes
(kt) or more of carbon dioxide equivalent per year. These restrictions will not apply to facili-
ties in specifically listed sectors such as buildings (including municipal buildings, hospitals,
universities, schools and commercial buildings), waste and wastewater, regardless of the
quantity of their emissions. Facilities in industrial sectors that emit less than 50 kt of carbon
dioxide equivalent per year will be able to ‘opt in’ to the OBPS.

Under the OBPS, an emissions intensity standard will be established by regulation for
each type of industrial activity. Facilities in the system that emitmore than the limit that cor-
responds to the relevant emissions-intensity standardmust submit ‘compliance units’ or pay
the carbon tax equivalent to make up the difference. Facilities that emit less than the limit
that corresponds to the relevant emissions-intensity standard will receive ‘surplus credits’
from the government of Canada. These can be banked for future use or traded to another
participant in the OBPS.

Compliance units are thus surplus credits from a previous year, purchased credits or off-
set credits. ECCC will issue surplus credits to a facility after confirming that the facility’s re-
ported emissions for theprevious yearwere less than its limit. Surplus creditsmaybebanked
or traded. The rules governing the trading of credits have not yet been published.

Offset credits can be generated from voluntary activities. These are described as:
. . . those that arenot subject togreenhousegas emissions reduction regulations, that are
not required by law, that have not been supported by government financing, and that
go beyond ‘business as usual’ practices. The federal government will develop rules to
determine which offset credits can be accepted for compliance under the OBPS, which
could include foreign compliance units (referred to as ‘internationally transferred miti-
gation outcomes’). This will be informed by the pan-Canadian offsets framework being
developed by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment.

The OBPS will be quite complex. It will apply to two types of greenhouse gas emissions
from industrial facilities:
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• those from fuel combustion (i.e. similar to the carbon levy)

• ‘synthetically-produced’ emissions from industrial processes and product use.

The latter can include any of the sevenUNFCCCgreenhouses gases. TheOBPSwill also apply
to other greenhouse gas emissions such as process emissions and emissions from solvent
use. The only significant exception is fugitive and venting emissions of methane from oil
and gas facilities. These are excluded from the OBPS as they are separately covered under
different government of Canada regulations.

The output-based standards will be set for each type of activity or product (e.g. tonnes
per carbon dioxide equivalent per megawatt hour of electricity). Each standard will be set
by ECCC at a level that represents the ‘best-in-class’ performance, defined as the top quar-
tile or better in to order to drive reduced emissions intensity ever higher. Penalties will be
imposed on emitters based on their emissions rising over a certain percentage of the in-
dustrial average of their sector. Emissions over 80% of an industrial sector’s average will be
penalised. In addition, four industrial sectors have been identified as being in a ‘high com-
petitive risk’ category, which allows them the less stringent emissions cutoff of being taxed
only when their emissions rise over 90% of their industrial sector’s average. These sectors
are the manufacturing of cement, iron and steel, lime and nitrogen fertilisers.

The annual greenhouse gas emissions limit for a facility will be the sum of the emission
limits for all activities that the facility undertakes. Thus, for a single product facility, the an-
nual emissions limit will be based on the applicable output-based standard and the facility’s
total output.

The provincial and territorial carbon pricing regimes

British Columbia

The province of British Columbia was the first to implement carbon dioxide pricing, in 2008.
The rate was set at $30 per tonne from 2012 to 2018. It increased to $35 per tonne in April
2018 and then to $40 per tonne the following year. It will continue to increase annually by
$5 per tonne until the rate is $50 per tonne in 2021. This illustrates that the pan-Canadian
framework sets a minimum, not a maximum tax rate. The agricultural sector is exempt from
the tax.

In 2016, British Columbia also introduced an OBPS for specified industries. This currently
applies to the liquified natural gas (LNG) sector only; other sectors may be added in future.
Under this system, firms that exceed the output-based emissions limit much pay $25 per
tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent for the portion of the emissions exceeding the limit.

Alberta

In 2016, the province of Alberta implemented an emissions trading system and a carbon tax
called the Specified Gas Emitters Regulation (SGER). This was replaced in January 2018 by
the Carbon Competitive Incentive Regulation (CCIR). The CCIR is a baseline-and-credit emis-
sions trading system using sector-based product benchmarks. It covers facilities that emit
at least 100 kt of carbon dioxide per year, so it is a form of output-based pricing. Smaller
facilities from certain sectors can opt into the CCIR. Emission intensity performance stan-
dards have been developed for facilities that produce ammonia, ammonium nitrates, coal,
cement, electricity, hardwood and softwoodpulp, hydrogen, industrial heat, oil sands in-situ
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bitumen and petroleum refining. Facilities exceeding their sector benchmarks can comply
with CCIR using credits generated at other facilities or Alberta-based offset projects. They
can also contribute $30 per tonne to Alberta’s Climate Change and Emissions Management
Fund. Facilities not covered under the CCIR are covered under the Alberta carbon tax. Al-
berta’s carbon tax, launched in 2017with a rate of $20 per tonne, increased to $30 per tonne
in 2018. The United Conservative Party, elected as government of Alberta in April 2019, is
committed to oppose the federal government’s carbon pricing policy. As of writing, the new
government has not yet announced the specific steps it will take to do so.

Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan has not signed the pan-Canadian framework, and continues to challenge the
Canadian government’s constitutional authority to impose a carbon dioxide tax. Nonethe-
less, in December 2017 it proposed a new baseline-and-credit emissions trading system.
This system would cover industrial facilities that emit over 25 kt of carbon dioxide equiva-
lent per year, but the upstream oil and gas and electricity generation sectors would be ex-
empted. The baselinewould be set in terms of a product-specific emissions intensity bench-
mark, not an absolute emissions level. Thus facilities could meet their compliance obliga-
tionsby reducing their emissions intensity below thebaseline. Those exceeding thebaseline
could comply by purchasing approved offsets or paying into a provincial technology fund.
Saskatchewan has not specified the rate to be charged for excess emissions. Emitters also
would be able to comply by using various market mechanisms under the Paris Agreement,
thus possibly using international credits.

Manitoba

Under the Made-in-Manitoba Climate and Green Plan, announced in 2017, the Manitoba
government announced its intention to implementbotha carbon taxandanOBPS (abaseline-
and-credit emissions trading system). In its view, this wasmore suited to the province’s con-
ditions than the federal government plan. This system would apply to facilities emitting
over 50 kt of carbon dioxide equivalent annually, but the rate charged for excess emissions
has not been specified. In October 2018, Premier Brian Pallister announced that Manitoba
would no longer include a carbon tax in its plan. Effective 1 April 2019, therefore, the federal
government backstop regime applied in Manitoba.

Ontario

Ontario launched an emissions trading system in January 2017, and in January 2018 linked
its regime with those of the province of Quebec and the state of California, an arrangement
referred to as the ‘Western Climate Initiative’. Following the election of a new provincial gov-
ernment in 2018, however, Premier Douglas Ford announced that his government would
eliminate the emissions trading system, withdraw from the Western Climate Initiative and
bring a constitutional challenge against the federal carbon tax. As of 1 April 2019, the fed-
eral backstop regime applied in Ontario.
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Quebec

Quebec has operated an emissions trading system since January 2013. It linked its system
with that of theWestern Climate Initiative a year later. TheQuebec system issues three types
of emission allowances:

• emissions units distributed free of charge, auctioned off or sold bymutual agreement
by the provincial government

• offset credits stemming from greenhouse gas emission reductions in sectors not sub-
ject to the cap-and-trade system

• credits for early reductions.

Emission-intensive sectors subject to international competition receive a portion of free al-
lowances. Eligible sectors include: aluminium, lime, cement, chemicals and petrochemicals,
metallurgy,mining andpelletising, pulp andpaper, petroleum refining, andothers. The gov-
ernment sets a cap on the number of emissions units that it will put in circulation each year,
and the cap drops each year. According to statistics published in 2017, the Quebec system
covers 149 facilities (74 industrial facilities and75 fuel distributors). Thegeneral effect of link-
ing with the California system so far has been to reduce the allowance price paid by Quebec
firms. The unweighted average auction price for allowances purchased in 2018 was $19.30
per tonne. Quebec’s emissions trading system covers nearly all combustion emissions in the
province. In contrast to the federal government andmost other provinces, Quebec does not
provide an exemption for fuels used by farm vehicles.

New Brunswick

In December 2016, New Brunswick proposed a climate change action plan that included
ambitious emission-reduction targets but omitted the use of carbon taxes. It proposed, in-
stead, to transfer part of the revenues received from the existing gasoline and diesel fuel
excise taxes to a climate change fund. In October 2018, the federal government announced
that the proposed provincial plan was insufficient. Consequently, effective 1 April 2019, the
federal backstop regime applied in New Brunswick.

Nova Scotia

Nova Scotia’s emissions trading system went into effect on 1 January 2019. The system will
have many design features similar to those of Quebec. However, the credits generated in
Nova Scotia can only be traded within the province. Only about 24 of the largest emitters in
the province will be covered by the emissions trading system, and Nova Scotia Power, the
provincial electric utility, will receive about 90% of its credits for free, and fuel suppliers will
receive about 80% of their credits for free. The provincial government estimates that the
effect on consumers will be far lower than in other provinces.

Prince Edward Island

The government of Prince Edward Island, Canada’s smallest province, negotiated an agree-
ment with the federal government that allows, in effect, for a two-year deferral in the ap-
plication of the federal backstop regime. Effective, 1 April 2019, a provincial ‘carbon levy’
applies to 26 fuels, but exemptions apply to farmers, fishermen, aboriginals and others. In
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return, the provincewill offset the increase in gasoline and diesel fuel prices by reducing the
provincial excise taxes on these fuels by 3 cents per litre. There will be no federal rebate.

Newfoundland and Labrador

The government of Newfoundland and Labrador negotiated an agreement with the gov-
ernment of Canada to implement, effective 1 January 2019, a hybrid approach to the use
of carbon pricing. The approach includes the use of performance standards for large indus-
trial facilities and large-scale electricity generation, and imposition of a carbon tax on trans-
portation building fuels, electricity generation and other fuels combusted in the province.
The carbon tax coverage includes about 33% of emissions and the performance standards
cover about 43%. To ensure compliance with the performance standards, firms will be re-
quired to pay fees equal to the federal carbon tax rates for any emissions that exceed the
standard. Home heating fuels will not be taxed. Some provincial fuel taxes will be elimi-
nated and replaced by comparable federally-mandated carbon taxes. There will be a long
list of exemptions from the carbon tax, including firms in the agriculture, fishing and forestry
industries, offshorepetroleumandmineral exploration, andmethane fromventing and fugi-
tive emissions in the oil and gas industry.

Yukon

Effective 1 July 2019, the federal backstop regime will apply in the Yukon Territory.

Northwest Territories

Effective 1 July 2019, the federal backstop regime will apply in the Northwest Territories.
The tax will not apply to aviation fuel. The carbon taxes paid for fuel to produce electricity,
almost all of which is diesel-generated, will be rebated to the Northwest Territories Power
Corporation in order to ensure that consumer electricity rates do not rise.

Nunavut

Effective 1 July 2019, the federal backstop regime will apply in Nunavut.

Application of the Federal backstop

In summary, the government of Canada has confirmed that the federal backstop will be im-
plemented in the provinces ofOntario, NewBrunswick,Manitoba, and Saskatchewan, and in
the territories of YukonandNunavut. Theapplicationof thebackstop inPrinceEdward Island
will be deferred until 2021.The federal government has agreed to provide certain backstop
relief to Yukon and Nunavut, in recognition of the unique circumstances in these areas.

For Ontario, New Brunswick, Manitoba and Saskatchewan, the OBPS started applying
from January 2019, and the carbon levy fromApril 2019. The OBPS and carbon levywill start
applying in July 2019 for Yukon and Nunavut. The OBPS started applying in Prince Edward
Island in January 2019.

The federal backstopwill not apply to British Columbia, Quebec, Nova Scotia, Newfound-
land and Labrador, and Northwest Territories. Under the present carbon pricing regime in
Alberta, the federal backstop will not apply, at least until 2021. Alberta’s price on carbon is
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now set at $30 per tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent, which satisfies the backstop pricing
requirement until the end of 2020. Absent any further action by the Alberta government,
therefore, the federal backstop will begin to apply there effective 1 January 2021.

Revenue recycling under the backstop regime

The government of Canada has stated that its backstop will be revenue-neutral.29 Accord-
ingly, it is committed to return direct revenues from the backstop system to the jurisdiction
of origin. While the advocates of carbon taxes have emphasised the benefits of revenue re-
cycling, the Canadian government has not placed any restrictions onhow theprovincesmay
use, or ‘recycle’, the funds.

In October, 2018, the government announced how it will use the proceeds from the rev-
enues it receives in the provinces subject to the backstop regime. Most of the funds will be
provided in the form of a ‘Climate Action Incentive’ payment. The amount of the incentive
will vary by province, depending on its mix of energy sources. Most of the funds that the
federal government receives from the fuel charges (i.e. the carbon levy) in a province will be
returned to residents there through income-tax rebates. The remainder of the revenue re-
ceived from fuel chargeswill be provided in grants to targeted beneficiaries, such as schools,
colleges and universities, hospitals, municipalities, small andmedium-sized businesses, not-
for-profit organisations and indigenous communities. Direct proceeds from industrial facil-
ities under the federal OBPS ‘will be directed to supporting reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions in the province’,30

To illustrate how the proposed approach will operate in the province of Ontario, during
the first year (2019) the payments made will include:

• $154 for a single adult or the first adult in a couple

• $77 for the second adult in a couple or, in the case of a single parent, the first child

• $38 for each child in the family (starting with the second child for single parents)

• a supplement equal to 10% of the total payment for residents of small and rural com-
munities.

Large businesses will receive no Climate Action Incentive payments.

Revenue recycling under provincial regimes

Provincial governments operating carbon pricing regimes have tended to use very different
approaches. When its carbon tax was first implemented in 2008, the government of British
Columbia enacted four offsetting taxmeasures that included a reduction in the bottom two
personal income tax rates, a reduction in the general corporate income tax rate, a reduction
in the small business income tax rate, and the introduction of the low-income climate ac-
tion refundable tax credit. These four measures offset enough revenue to make the carbon
tax revenue neutral in its first years (indeed, the tax reductions more than offset the rev-
enues received). In 2013/14, the first fiscal year, with the carbon tax at $30 per tonne, the
provincial government began to use pre-existing tax reductions in calculating revenue neu-
trality. It is questionable whether such pre-existing tax reductions, presumably introduced
for other reasons, should be counted in the calculation of revenue neutrality. Without these
‘adjustments’, the carbon tax yields a net revenue increase for the provincial government
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of $377 million in 2013/14 and 2014/15 combined. The net revenue balance has continued
to increase since then. With the election of a new provincial government led by the New
Democratic Party and Green Party in 2017, the commitment in principle to – and the legal
requirement for – revenue neutrality has been dropped.

The Alberta Climate Leadership Plan claims to be revenue neutral, but departs from this
principle in important respects. It includes some rebates for lower- andmiddle-income fam-
ilies (i.e. no generalised reduction in tax rates) but also adds in several program spending
initiatives in other areas. In Budget 2018, for example, of the $1.72 billion spent under the
plan, $536 million funded rebates and tax reductions, but the rest went to other areas:

• $458 million to infrastructure and transit;

• $215 million to energy efficiency;

• $214 million to fund the ‘electricity transition’ (i.e. the elimination of coal-fired power
generation and the subsidisation of renewable energy generation and related facili-
ties);

• $183 million for innovation and technology;

• $49 million to indigenous communities;

• $62 million to ‘other investments’.

Quebec has made no commitment, even in principle, to revenue neutrality. The funds
it has received from the sale of emissions allowances are directed primarily to the Quebec
Green Fund. The Green Fund is used to finance a number of environmental policy initia-
tives, of which greenhouse gas emissions reduction is the primary one. Under the province’s
2013–2020 Climate Change Action Plan, it spends the fund on 20 programs, including 150
‘actions’ to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to climate change. Of the $3.7 bil-
lion committed, $1.5 billion focuses on public transit, $240 million on other forms of trans-
portation and $377 million on improving the energy efficiency of businesses and buildings.
The rest is divided among variousmeasures including fostering technological development,
supporting municipal initiatives, and raising public awareness.
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